The objective of this study is to prepare the plans for managing construction noise effectively and solving the popular enmity from construction noise reasonably. In order to carry out this purpose, it covers the efficient improvement plans for adjusting the construction noise regulation standard rationally and managing the automatic noise measuring system which shows the advantage for construction noise management and popular enmity solution due to construction noise. The three alternative plans of the construction noise regulation standard and the recommendation plan including the guideline for installing and managing the automatic noise measuring system are suggested consequently.
regulation standard and the recommendation plan including the guideline for installing and managing the automatic noise measuring system are suggested consequently. The rest areas 65 70 50 Notes 1) The noise regulation standards of a construction site in the daytime revise +10 dB for the special construction with the working time of 2 hours and less per day and +5 dB for the special construction with the working time of above 2 hours and below 4 hours per day.
2) The blasting noise regulation standard revises +10 dB during the day.
3) The noise regulation standards of a construction site in the below areas revise -5 dB in a holiday. (2) . 2) The high-noise constructions cover the works with pile driver, drilling machine, breaker, and rock drill.
3) The noise regulation standards of a construction site in the daytime revise +10 dB for the high-noise and special constructions with the average working time of 2 hours and less per day and +5 dB for the high-noise and special constructions with the average working time of 4 hours and less per day.
4) The blasting noise regulation standard revises +5 dB in the blasting number of 5 times and less per day during the day.
5) The construction works in a holiday are prohibited as a rule. But, the construction works can be done if they are permitted by executive agency owing to circumstances beyond control. In the above case, the noise regulation standards of a construction site revise -5 dB. 6) When the high-noise and blasting works are performed, the previous notice is sufficiently done in the possible area with construction noise damage. 2) The high-noise constructions cover the works with pile driver, drilling machine, breaker, and rock drill.
준치에 -5 dB을
3) The silent areas include residential area, green zone, settlement region, sightseeing and recreation areas, natural environment conservation region, and areas with school, general hospital, and public library.
4) The construction works in a holiday are prohibited as a rule. But, the construction works can be done if they are permitted by executive agency owing to circumstances beyond control. In the above case, the noise regulation standards of a construction site revise -5 dB. 5) When the high-noise and blasting works are performed, the previous notice is sufficiently done in the possible area with construction noise damage.
(2) 대안 2 대안 2 (Table 3) Notes 1) The silent areas include general hospital, school, public library, and exclusively residential region, and the residential area, etc. cover residential area, green zone, settlement region, sightseeing and recreation areas, and natural environment conservation region.
2) The high-noise constructions cover the works with pile driver, drilling machine, breaker, and rock drill.
5) The construction works in a holiday are prohibited as a rule. But, the construction works can be done if they are permitted by executive agency owing to circumstances beyond control. In the above case, the noise regulation standards of a construction site revise -5 dB. 6) When the high-noise and blasting works are performed, the previous notice is sufficiently done in the possible area with construction noise damage.
나 기존보다 엄격한 기준의 적용으로 인한 현실적인 운영방안의 마련이 필요하다. 
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